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Section I. Instructional Approach (41 points):

(A). Includes a philosophy statement that reflects the basic principles of 
developmentally appropriate instructional practices, and indicates the curriculum 1) 
is based on theoretical and/or research-based knowledge of how children's 
development and learning progresses (that is, knowing what is typical for each age/
stage); 2) promotes instructional practices that are responsive to individual 
differences among children; 3) promotes hands-on learning experiences and a 
balance between teacher-directed and child-initiated learning experiences; and 4) 
emphasizes the importance of children forming close relationships with caring 
adults.

(B). Provides guidance and specific strategies/suggested activities that: 1) include 
opportunities for children to observe, explore, experiment, question, and build 
conceptual understanding in meaningful contexts; 2) include concrete, hands-on 
learning experiences with real materials commonly found in a classroom; 3) 
encourage children to explore, think about concepts, and/or solve problems; 4) 
address all of children's senses and are suited for different learning styles (auditory, 
visual, spatial, musical, bodily kinesthetic, and tactile); 5) promote different types of 
play (physical play, pretend play, games with rules); and 6) utilize daily care routines 
as opportunities for learning.

(C). Includes specific guidance and strategies for how teachers can support 
children with disabilities, including 1) an explicit statement affirming inclusion of 
children with disabilities; 2) general guidance on how to include children with 
disabilities in classroom activities through modifications in the classroom 
environment, the schedule and/or activities; and 3) specific suggestions for 
adapting and/or modifying individual/specific activities to include children with 
disabilities.



Section I. Instructional Approach (continued):

(D).Provides guidance for and examples of a daily schedule that 1) emphasizes the 
importance of a predictable schedule and routines; 2) includes provisions for a 
variety of types of activities (including large-group, small-group, center-based, and 
individual activities); 3a) for infants, promotes scheduling that is based on the 
unique needs and rhythms of the individual children within the group, and 
introduces more small-group and whole group activities and routines for the older 
toddler period; 3b) for preschoolers, incorporates opportunities for small-group, 
center-based, and free play activities across the course of the day, with a large 
proportion of the schedule dedicated to small-group, center-based and free play 
activities.

(E). Includes both teacher-led activities and child-initiated activities, with specific 
provisions for children to choose activities they participate in and provisions for 
activities to be planned based on teachers' observations of children's development, 
interests and current skills/knowledge. Directs teachers to include child-initiated 
activates on a daily basis.

(F). Includes guidance and specific tools/strategies to support planning for 
individual, small group, and large group activities, with individualized and small 
group activities comprising the majority of planned activities.

(G).Explicitly helps teachers promote children's independence by providing 
guidance and specific strategies to 1) help children learn to carry out self-care and 
classroom routines independently; 2) set up the physical environment and materials 
in a manner that children can use independently; and 3) as age appropriate, 
incorporate child-initiated and/or planned activities in centers and small group 
activities so that children learn to make decisions and carry out self-directed 
activities.



Section I. Instructional Approach (continued):

(H). Explicitly promotes sensitivity to and respect for diversity by: 1) providing 
guidance that helps teachers interact with children and families from different 
gender, linguistic, ethnic, age, and social groups in a respectful, positive and 
unbiased manner; 2) including guidance on how to create a classroom environment 
that reflects the diverse backgrounds of the children served by the program (e.g., 
use of materials, activities, etc); 3) promoting an individualized approach to 
instruction that includes experiences that are respectful of and familiar to children 
from diverse backgrounds.

(I). Offers guidance and specific strategies for how teachers can support children 
who are dual language learners, including 1) support for dual language learners to 
continue to use their home language while they are learning English; 2) guidance 
on how to set up the classroom environment in a manner that supports dual 
language learners (such as using pictures and labels in the home language of dual 
language learners), 3) suggestions for modifying activities to teach concepts in a 
manner that is more accessible to dual language learners (such as using objects to 
illustrate concepts that are being taught), and 4) suggestions for supporting the 
social development of dual language learners (such as pairing a dual language 
learner with another child who speaks their home language).

(J). Includes research related to the effectiveness of the curriculum. (Use Research Summary Form C). 

(K). Provides sufficient resources and guidance to help teachers plan and 
implement activities that address different content and all types of activities (large-
group, small-group, center-based, and individual activities) across the course of a 
program year.



Section I. Instructional Approach (continued):

(L).On a daily basis, facilitates children's learning and skill development through a 
variety of different types of activities that explicitly integrate experiences and/or 
content related to multiple domains (for example, activity goals or purposes target 
multiple domains, instructions to the teacher to address multiple domains, etc.).

(M).Includes guidance or an explanation of scaffolding and strategies that promote 
teachers' ability to extend or gradually advance children's understanding of 
concepts, their ideas, and their play (i.e., helps teachers know how to scaffold 
children's learning).

(N). Contains a process for sequencing of content and learning experiences that is 
logical and consistent with the typical progression of children's learning and 
development, and provisions for individualized planning to sequence learning 
experiences based on the developmental level and progress of individual children.

(O). Includes intentional planning to promote children's learning in outdoor settings 
by: 1) including outdoor time as part of the daily schedule; 2) providing specific 
guidance regarding the outdoor physical environment (i.e. playground safety rules, 
supervision of children outdoors, selection of outdoor equipment and materials that 
are appropriate for the size of children being served; supplementing outdoor 
equipment with a variety of materials and toys, etc.), and 3) providing guidance on 
how to intentionally plan for children's outdoor experiences and lead outdoor 
activities when age appropriate, as well as facilitate free play.



Section II. Georgia Early Learning and Development Standards - GELDS (20 points)

For Section II, list where the curriculum contains the following: (1). A description of and/or guidance related to the domain (i.e., narrative that describes what is 
included in the domain, why it is important, etc.). (2). Learning goals/objectives for each sub-domain/strand (3). Learning activities that are provided on a regular 
basis for each sub-domain/strand, as addressed within the GELDS for the specific age group targeted in the curriculum.

(A). For GELDS Domain: COMMUNICATION, LANGUAGE, AND LITERACY  
Strands:  
-Receptive Language 
-Expressive Language 
-Early Reading 
-Early Writing  
 

(B).For GELDS Domain: Cognitive Development - MATHEMATICS  
Strands:  
-Number and Quantity 
-Measurement and Comparison 
-Geometry and Spatial Thinking 
-Mathematical Reasoning  
 

(C). For GELDS Domain: PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT AND MOTOR SKILLS  
Strands:  
-Health and Well-Being 
-Use of Senses 
-Motor Skills  
 

(D). For GELDS Domain: SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT  
Strands:  
-Developing a Sense of Self 
-Self-Regulation 
-Developing a Sense of Self with Others  
 



Section II. Georgia Early Learning and Development Standards - GELDS (continued)

For Section II, list where the curriculum contains the following: (1). A description of and/or guidance related to the domain (i.e., narrative that describes what is 
included in the domain, why it is important, etc.). (2). Learning goals/objectives for each sub-domain/strand (3). Learning activities that are provided on a regular 
basis for each sub-domain/strand, as addressed within the GELDS for the specific age group targeted in the curriculum.

(E). For GELDS Domain: APPROACHES TO PLAY AND LEARNING  
Strands: 
-Initiative and Exploration 
-Attentiveness and Persistence 
-Play 

(F). For GELDS Domain: COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT: SCIENCE  
Strands:  
-Scientific Skills and Methods 
-Earth and Space  
-Living Creatures 
-Physical Science 
-Interaction with Environment  
 

(G). For GELDS Domain: COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT: SOCIAL STUDIES  
Strands:  
-Family 
-People and Community 
-History and Events  
 

(H). For GELDS Domain: COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT: CREATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT  
Strands:  
-Creative Movement and Dance 
-Visual Arts, Music 
-Drama  
 



Section II. Georgia Early Learning and Development Standards - GELDS (continued)

For Section II, list where the curriculum contains the following: (1). A description of and/or guidance related to the domain (i.e., narrative that describes what is 
included in the domain, why it is important, etc.). (2). Learning goals/objectives for each sub-domain/strand (3). Learning activities that are provided on a regular 
basis for each sub-domain/strand, as addressed within the GELDS for the specific age group targeted in the curriculum.

(I). For GELDS Domain: COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT: COGNITIVE 
PROCESSES  
Strands:  
-Thinking Skills 
-Problem-Solving Skills  
 

Section III. Classroom and Behavior Management (12 points):

(A). Provides guidance that helps teachers promote children's social-emotional 
development and teach positive behavior management skills by doing each of the 
following: 1) interact with children consistently and in a way that helps children 
develop trusting relationships with the adult and the ability to self-soothe and control 
their emotions; 2) establish clear expectations for behavior (e.g., development of 
classroom rules, system/plan for children choosing activities during center time) and 
respond consistently; 3) be proactive/preventative in behavior management by 
anticipating situations that might present challenges for children and taking steps to 
help children develop self-regulation skills (e.g., room arrangement to prevent 
behavior issues, sufficient materials to minimize conflicts among children, 
consistent schedule and rules so children know what to expect, visual cues such as 
labels and pictures to manage behavior, etc.); 4) model appropriate behavior 
(following rules, problem solving with others, etc.).

(B). Explicitly provides proactive strategies that help teachers 1) teach children 
social skills to help them to interact with each other (e.g., problem solve with other 
children, resolve conflicts with and without assistance from the teacher; identify and 
express feelings, etc.); and 2). correct misbehaviors or negative behaviors with a 
positive approach (such as redirection, stating the rules clearly, avoiding negative 
comments, using natural consequences, etc.). Does not promote use of punitive 
behavior management strategies such as time out or punishments.



Section III. Classroom and Behavior Management (Continued):

(C). Stipulates guidelines that promote predictable sequencing of experiences for 
children and a sample or suggested daily schedule that includes a balance of 
activities that respect children's physical and psychological needs for sensory 
stimulation, fresh air, rest, and nourishment. Includes guidelines to promote 
individualized feeding and diapering schedule for infants, and includes specified 
times for daily routines such as eating, toileting, clean-up and transitions between 
activities for older children. Includes guidance to help teachers provide a schedule 
that is consistent and predictable for children.

(D). Stipulates through guidance and/or sample floor plans the logical arrangement 
and location of equipment, materials, and supplies to ensure materials are early 
accessible and encourage children explore and to develop independence and self-
reliance by including: 1a) for infants and toddlers, defined areas for eating, 
sleeping, gross motor activities, and play; 1b) for older toddlers and preschoolers: 
defined areas for centers with quiet activities separated from noisy activities and 
sufficient space for several children to work or play in each center;· 2) a floor plan 
that promotes movement between areas/centers without a significant amount of 
open space and allows for close supervision of all areas of the room; and 3) 
recommendations for storage of supplies near the area where they will be used and 
available for children to access independently as age appropriate.

Section IV. Assessment (12 points):

(A). Provides guidance and a process for collecting observational data about 
children by specifying how to observe children, examples of what to focus on within 
observations, and how to record observations so that they can be used for 
curriculum planning.

(B). Provides guidance and a process for utilizing results from authentic 
assessments and teacher observations in planning for the entire group, for small 
groups of children, and individual children. Stipulates how teachers use results from 
authentic assessments and observational data to plan learning experiences.



Section V. Family Engagement  (12 points):

(A). Promotes positive relationships with families by providing guidance that 1) 
encourages sensitivity to families' home language and culture; 2) addresses 
respectful and supportive attitudes toward parents'/families' role in children's 
learning and development (within the home and classroom settings); and 3) 
stresses the importance of open, two-way communication with parents/families.

(B). Promotes open, two-way communication with parents/families through 1) 
curriculum tools and/or guidance that support daily or weekly communication with 
parents/families regarding classroom activities (for infants, the curriculum should 
promote daily communication regarding feeding schedules, elimination, sleep/wake 
periods, etc.); 2) stipulations for parent/family-teacher conferences and/or home 
visits.

(C). Provides specific strategies for including families in children's learning on an 
on-going basis, such as 1) materials regarding child development and classroom 
activities that can be shared with families; 2) process to include families in planning 
for individual children's learning experiences; 3) materials that support families in 
providing learning experiences within the home setting that are coordinated with 
and support the learning experiences provided in the classroom.

(D). Provides guidance on how to establish positive relationships with non-English 
speaking families, support for communication, and suggestions or tools teachers 
can use to involve these families in the classroom and/or their own child's learning 
experiences, such as translated materials.



Section VI. Professional Development  (3 points):

(A). Materials describing the professional development that is available for the 
curriculum indicate the professional development 1) addresses all components/
areas of the curriculum and all age levels addressed by the curriculum; 2) is 
available to all providers in GA who select and use the curriculum, and 3) has at 
least a beginner and a more advanced option available to promote on-going 
professional development for providers who have received the initial training/are 
experienced using the curriculum.
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	fc-int01-generateAppearances: 
	(A)_ Materials describing the _Z*Ger9GbRmMK-2xiyqOrXw: Professional development opportunities are available for all early childhood programs in the state of Georgia.  LED: The Preschool Curriculum implementation provides an overview of the curriculum and provides strategies and tips to ensure successful curriculum implementation.  Customized on-site implementation training is available to meet the specific needs of all Georgia early childhood programs (School Districts, Head Start, Child Care).  Customized sessions (initial or advanced) include a phone conference to assess the specific needs of the program.  An implementation session will be provided as a regional pre-conference day, allowing users to combine attendance at a professional conference with curriculum implementation training.   Additionally, professional development opportunities will be made available multiple times throughout the year to meet the needs of Georgia early childhood programs.  (See www.kaplanco.com/training; www.learneverydayabout.net; & www.kaplanco.etraining).
	(D)_ Provides guidance on how _uWfpMjKKM*DGEUx8sqUB0Q: Learn Every Day is based on the philosophy that parents are equal partners in their child's education.  With that in mind, the Foundations for Learning Guide contains an article entitled, "The Stepping Stones of Family Involvement" (pp. 90-96).  By developing a classroom environment that respects and reflects the diversity of the children in the classroom and promoting Home Stretch activities on a daily basis,  LED helps to promote sensitivity to and respect for diversity.  Examples of LED's support of diversity can be found in the following themes: Me & My Family (Vol. 1, pp. 43-60),  Each Other (Vol.1, pp. 81-102); Social Studies (Vol. 1, pp. 3665-382); Friends Around the World (Vol. 1, pp. 391-412).   Additionally, the Foundations for Learning Guide provides tips for teachers on working with children and families of non-English speaking families in the article, "Teaching Dual and English Language Learners" on pp. 50-56.
	(C)_ Provides specific strateg_szu5U-GX9gNyRSeu0pxxxA: Reproducible Weekly Parent Letters for can be found at www.learneverydayabout.net under the Teacher Resources tab. The Home Stretch Activities were designed to extend the learning from school into the child's home and to help parents better understand what their child is learning at school.  Sample Correspondence with Families: Parent Requests in Volume 2: pp. 401, 529, and 661; Send Home in Volume 2: 423, 461, 486; Home Stretch in Volume 2: pp. 433, 455, 498.  
	(B)_ Promotes open, two-way co_Hr8jY5Siog1RszUH2Pb0sA: The Foundations for Learning Guide contains an article , "The Stepping Stones of Family Involvement" (pp. 90-96).  This article provides communication "must-haves" for working with parents, suggestions for initial and subsequent parent visits, ideas for overcoming barriers to parent involvement, and suggestions for nurturing relationships with families.  Reproducible Weekly Parent Letters for can be found at www.learneverydayabout.net under the Teacher Resources tab. Additionally, family involvement is built into each unit.  The Home Stretch Activities were designed to extend the learning from school into the child's home and to help parents better understand what their child is learning at school.  Sample Correspondence with Families: Parent Requests in Volume 2: pp. 401, 529, and 661; Send Home in Volume 2: 423, 461, 486; Home Stretch in Volume 2: pp. 433, 455, 498.  
	(A)_ Promotes positive relatio_0*WVEWgQn889XyioSArtMQ: Learn Every Day is based on the philosophy that parents are equal partners in their child's education.  With that in mind, the Foundations for Learning Guide contains an article entitled, "The Stepping Stones of Family Involvement" (pp. 90-96).  By developing a classroom environment that respects and reflects the diversity of the children in the classroom and promoting Home Stretch activities on a daily basis,  LED helps to promote sensitivity to and respect for diversity.  Examples of LED's support of diversity can be found in the following themes: Me & My Family (Vol. 1, pp. 43-60),  Each Other (Vol.1, pp. 81-102); Social Studies (Vol. 1, pp. 3665-382); Friends Around the World (Vol. 1, pp. 391-412).  Weekly Parent Letters can be found at www.learneverydayabout.net under the Teacher Resources tab.  Sample Correspondence with Families: Parent Requests in Volume 1: pp. 5, 27, and 75; Send Home in Volume 1: 75, 95, 159; Home Stretch in Volume 1: pp. 168, 196, 255. 
	(B)_ Provides guidance and a p_blpblrdWLMPrXLzvtFTDcQ: The Program Guide shows an Assessment Chart on p. 34 that shows informal and formal assessment, the purpose of each, and a suggested frequency for assessment.  While the recommended formal assessment tool for Learn Every Day is the Learning Accomplishment Profile, 3rd edition, (LAP-3), Learn Every Day was designed so that any program's assessment will work.  When using an observation like the LAP-3,  p. 15 of the Foundations for Learning Guide discusses how the tool should be used and what teachers need to do to complete the assessment.  In addition, the Conclusion section on p. 17 of the Foundations Guide summarizes how teachers should conduct observations of children.  (See also, www.learneverydayabout.net, Teacher Resources, Assessment).
	(A)_ Provides guidance and a p_HprUU6kE1NVoi6KorF1PGg: The Program Guide shows an Assessment Chart on p. 34 that shows informal and formal assessment, the purpose of each, and a suggested frequency for assessment.  While the recommended formal assessment tool for Learn Every Day is the Learning Accomplishment Profile, 3rd edition, (LAP-3), Learn Every Day was designed so that any program's assessment will work.  When using an observation like the LAP-3,  p. 15 of the Foundations for Learning Guide discusses how the tool should be used and what teachers need to do to complete the assessment.  In addition, the Conclusion section on p. 17 of the Foundations Guide summarizes how teachers should conduct observations of children.  (See also, www.learneverydayabout.net, Teacher Resources, Assessment).
	(D)_ Stipulates through guidan_yfcaTrvxONGndQWpjSjiKA: The Foundations for Learning Guide contains an article entitled, " Learning Centers" on pp. 32-35.  A sample floor plan can be found on the Learn Every Day website, www.learneverydayabout.net under the Teacher's Resources tab.  Support for the sample classroom layout can be found the curriculum as follows:  Learning in Centers- “Learning Centers” Foundation Guide (p.32-33); Guidelines for Large Group Activities- “The Teacher’s Role in a Child-Directed Environment” Foundation Guide (p.7) ; Literacy Area- “Building Blocks of Literacy” Foundation Guide (p.7) ; Math Area- “Science and Math Building A Strong Foundation” Foundation Guide (p.67); Writing Listening Area- “Emergent Writing” Foundation Guide (p.57); Science Discovery Area- “Science and Math Building A Strong Foundation” Foundation Guide (p.71); Arts Area- “The Creative Arts in Preschool” http://learneverydayabout.com/resources-for-teachers.cfm; Creative Play-“Why Play?” http://learneverydayabout.com/resources-for-teachers.cfm.
	(C)_ Stipulates guidelines tha_9EA0KLA9jcz*y23I2kxz8Q: Learn Every Day was developed to be taught in sequence as the curriculum gets more complex as the units are completed.  While it was developed to be taught a unit a week, it can be broken down into a unit every two weeks by extending each unit for younger children.  The curriculum was also developed with the "uh-oh" factor in mind - things may happen that prevent a teacher from completing a lesson or activity - no problem, a teacher can simply pick up the next day where she left off with out compromising the curriculum. Sample schedules can be found in the Foundations Guide on pp. 12-13.  and on the LED website at www.learneverydayabout.net under the Teacher Resources tab. Additionally, the Foundations Guide contains an article entitled, "Transitions" on pp. 41-42.
	(B)_ Explicitly provides proac_ErCMq7rXG7QfPLvoq0LiPQ: Activities to help children become socially strong and emotionally secure are embedded throughout the curriculum.  The article, "Setting the Stage for Success or the Four-Week Fix that Lasts All Year," found in the Foundations Guide on pp. 36-40, provides teachers with suggestions to help children be successful in the classroom.  It also provides teachers with behavior management ideas that are positive and proactive instead of negative and reactive.  In addition, Avoid the Meltdown tips are included throughout the units to help teachers plan for and prevent meltdowns in their classrooms.  Avoid the Meltdown examples: Volume 1: pp. 15, 37, 55, 76, 99, 134, 216, 287, and 354; Volume 2: pp. 406, 424, 451, 500, 573, 624, 662, and 710.
	(A)_ Provides guidance that he_FGBXNUiH13pKywCo7pj5eQ: Activities to help children become socially strong and emotionally secure are embedded throughout the curriculum.  The article, "Setting the Stage for Success or the Four-Week Fix that Lasts All Year," found in the Foundations Guide on pp. 36-40, provides teachers with suggestions to help children be successful in the classroom.  It also provides teachers with behavior management ideas that are positive and proactive instead of negative and reactive.  In addition, Avoid the Meltdown tips are included throughout the units to help teachers plan for and prevent meltdowns in their classrooms.  Avoid the Meltdown examples: Volume 1: pp. 15, 37, 55, 76, 99, 134, 216, 287, and 354; Volume 2: pp. 406, 424, 451, 500, 573, 624, 662, and 710.
	(I)_ For GELDS Domain: COGNITI_KqLwQgU3hclsgHAHpAgKUw: 1) Children are naturally curious, always seeking to find the why and the how of life.  Teachers should create a climate of curiosity and acceptance where children are willing to ask "Why?" and take risks by exploring to find answers. Support for teachers can be found in the Foundations Guide’s article, "Science and Math" on pp.  67-78.   2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Cognitive Skills and Science Construct goals (E.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc.; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) Activities which promote thinking and problem-solving skills are incorporated on a daily basis through large group, small group, and learning center activities.  In addition, Unit 24, Lesson 1 is entitled "The Scientific Method.” Examples of Cognitive GELDS Strands: Thinking Skills: V1 - p. 94, Outdoor Activities; V2 - p. 470 - Fine Motor; Problem-Solving Skills: V1 – 156, Small Group; 152 – Outdoor Activities; V2 – p. 510, Discovery Science; and p. 664 – Outdoor Activities. 
	(H)_ For GELDS Domain: COGNITI_iBcZIpaEjVpkFSFadofgzw: 1) The Creative Development (Arts) in Learn Every Day include such things as spontaneous creative play, singing, dancing, drawing, and role-playing.  The arts are multisensory by design and involve a variety of modalities, including the kinesthetic, auditory, and visual.  Expected outcomes from children include: developing imagination while refining problem-solving skills;  discovering a sense of craftsmanship, quality task performance, and goal-setting; increasing self-confidence; and nurturing values such as team-building skills and respecting others' points of view.  2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Arts and Creativity goals (e.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) In addition to weekly goals and many daily activities, Creative Development  goals/GELDS are addressed specifically in the following units:  LED about Music, LED about the Arts, and LED about Make-Believe.
	(G)_ For GELDS Domain: COGNITI_DB1saV3e9ETinOEMFj6Hzw: 1) Social Studies permeates the preschool classroom, from learning about celebrations and community helpers to exploring identity in terms of family, culture, and community.  Preschoolers using this curriculum begin their social studies explorations as they examine themselves, their families, and their communities.  While social studies involves learning about  the world and its people, it also leads to the development of a strong social-emotional center as children begin to take on the perspectives of others, while becoming active participants in the larger world in which they live.2) 2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Social Studies goals (e.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) In addition to weekly goals and many daily activities Social Studies goals/GELDS are addressed specifically in the following units:  Me & My Family; Each Other; Community Places, Community Helpers; Friends Around the World; Celebrations, and the Past.
	(F)_ For GELDS Domain: COGNITI_zhCj-skW2buBLxiuF212LQ: 1) The science component of LED was designed to ensure that children entering kindergarten will have a working knowledge about the natural world, including understanding cause and effect; recognition of some of the differences between animate and inanimate objects; a basic knowledge of the ways in which people's beliefs, goals, and desires affect behavior; and a rudimentary understanding of substances and their properties.  The Foundations Guide contains an article on Science and Math on pp.  67-78.   2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Science Construct goals (E.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) Science activities are incorporated on a daily basis through large group, small group, and learning center activities.  In addition, 15 units specifically focus on themes that enhance children's knowledge about science through exploration of science topics through a variety of centers and domains: Unit 22 - Unit 36.                   
	(E)_ For GELDS Domain: APPROAC_K*8OQ-H2RS1njj1BYk7lcg: 1) Play is an essential quality of an early childhood program; It is children's work, and children want to play. LED believes play is important for developing social-emotional skills, language, and problem-solving skills.  The Foundations Guide contains an article, entitled "Learning Centers" on pp. 32-35 which discusses the importance of play.2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Arts and Creativity, Cognitive Skills, and Social and Emotional goals (E.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) Play activities are incorporated on a daily basis through large group, small group, and learning center activities.  GELDS examples can be found as follows: Initiative and Exploration: V1, p. 18 Large Group; p. 66 Discovery Science Center; Attentiveness and Persistence: V1. p. 16 Dramatic Play Center; p. 94 Outdoor Activities Center; Play: V1, p. 51 Dramatic Play Center; V2, p. 418 Dramatic Play Center. and p. 422 Outdoor Activities Center.           
	(D)_ For GELDS Domain: SOCIAL _m8H-hmDJOv4UkWrtCffRpA: 1) Learn Every Day was written with the philosophy of helping children develop their ability to handle the changing world around them.  The Social-Emotional elements were designed around the core philosophy of the Devereux Center for Resilient Children (www.Center forResilientChildren.org) which maintains there are certain protective factors that help children develop resilience.  These include attachment, initiative, and self-regulation.2) 2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Social and Emotional Skills goals (E.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) Social and Emotional Skills activities are incorporated on a daily basis through large group, small group, and learning center activities.  In addition to daily activities and conversations with teachers and peers, each unit teaches a Life Skill that helps support the development of social emotional skills (Program Guide pp. 22-29).  (See Units 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Volume 1).
	(C)_ For GELDS Domain: PHYSICA_FE8Y2wFjm3g*rsOYEtWfOA: 1) Physical Development and Motor Skills (Gross and Fine) are embedded into the daily activities of Learn Every Day.  All domains (physical, social , emotional, and cognitive) of learning are interconnected and impacted by what takes place in others.  2) 2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Communication and Literacy goals (E.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) Physical Development and Motor Skills activities are incorporated on a daily basis through large group, small group, and learning center activities.  In addition, the following units specifically address the GELDS strands: Health and Well-Being -  Unit 2 (V1, p. 23); Unit 17 (V1, p. 341);  Unit 28 (V2, p. 601); Use of Senses - Unit 4 (V1, p. 61); and Motor Skills:  Unit 11 (V1, p. 207);  Unit 13 (V1, p.251). 
	(B)_For GELDS Domain: Cognitiv_mL2NkihFTmjAFPFvyQDbGw: 1) The math activities in LED focus on more than just numbers, operations, geometry, and measurement.  In keeping with the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM), algebra and data analysis are woven into the lessons.  The Foundations Guide contains an article on Science and Math on pp.  67-78.2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Mathematics goals (E.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) Mathematics activities are incorporated on a daily basis through large group, small group, and learning center activities.  In addition, 3 units specifically focus on mathematics: Volume 1: Unit 7: LED about Shapes, pp. 123-142; Unit 8: LED about Measurement, pp. 143-162; and Unit 9: LED about Numbers, pp. 163-184.  CD, track 6
	(A)_ For GELDS Domain: COMMUNI_Vpjm-pGoZ0I-5qSbALkL0g: 1) The Program Guide provides information on the Communication, Language and Literacy Domain on pages 4 and 5.  2) Each weekly unit contains objectives to address Communication and Literacy goals (E.g., Volume 1: pp. 2, 24, 44, etc; Volume 2: pp. 392, 414, 436, etc.).3) Communication, Language and Literacy activities are incorporated on a daily basis through large group, small group, and learning center activities.  (Examples: Volume 1: Unit 2, Day 5, pp. 39-41; Unit 6, Day 1, pp. 107-109 and Volume 2: Unit 20, Day 2, pp. 420-422; Unit 24, Day 1, pp. 509-511; and Unit 30, Day 5, pp. 645-647.
	(O)_ Includes intentional plan_s5pxtkxJDJxGoeoZMPsj3Q: Outdoor activities were included as part of center time, but many programs conduct outdoor activities with the whole group.  Most of the outdoor activities in the curriculum are written to be used with both large and small groups of children  (Examples found in Volumes 1 and 2, Daily Lessons, Centers, Outdoor Activity Center). Suggested Outdoor Learning Activities include outdoor games, experiments, dramatic play, etc.  The suggested daily schedule provides time for outdoor play that includes time for free play and teacher suggested/directed activities.  Teachers are encouraged to lead a discussion about outdoor safety and safety rules in Unit 1, Day 1 - Outdoor Activities Center (Volume 1, p. 10); Day 2 - Outdoor Activities Center (Volume 1, p. 13); and Day 3 - Outdoor Activities Center (Volume 1, p. 17). 
	(N)_ Contains a process for se_wT7uaON*oqhkX9Sa2CTBBQ: Principals outlined by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) as being crucial components of best practice, and the research related to each, were used as the cornerstone for the development of this curriculum.  For information on these components, see Foundations for Learning, page 12.  The curriculum units were developed with the child in mind.  Initial units focus on the child as an individual (school, me, family, five senses, etc.) and  are followed by themes that provide children with vocabulary and foundational knowledge (colors, shapes, numbers, arts, etc) which will enable children to tackle more demanding themes which focus on the community (places, helpers, transportation, etc.) and ultimately, the child's place in the world around him (friends around the world, celebrations, green earth, ocean,. rocks & minerals, food, weather, animals, etc.).  A Curriculum Matrix can be found on pp. 22-29 of the Foundations for Learning guide.
	(M)_Includes guidance or an ex_Yh1WrF8hUArUQ7m3sjmUkg: Each weekly theme is written so that teachers scaffold learning about the topic for children throughout the week by starting broad and slowly zeroing in on more detailed information about the theme.  There are many opportunities for differentiated instruction in the curriculum.  The small group activity included in each lesson is designed to be used with small groups of four or fewer.  In addition, these activities are easily modified for use with one child.  In addition, each unit has an Extend the Learning component that can be used for enrichment and also contains other tips for enhancing the learning of children who need a more challenging environment.  Extend the Learning Examples: Volume 1, pp. 22, 122, 185, 228, and 250; Volume 2, pp. 434, 480, 524, 548, 626 and 672.
	(L)_On a daily basis, facilita_HYcZT3s0hoF1PhpEI*2uDA: Learn Every Day contains 36 thematic units that are implemented over the course of a school year.  Each day contains a large group, small group and center activities that allow children to participate in a variety of groupings and content areas throughout the day.  Activities during the day support children in a variety of domains, including art, science, gross motor and fine motor skills, math, reading, and writing.  Teachers can easily identify the domains by activity headings (by center/domain) in the Daily Lesson Plans.  Additional information for supporting children in multiple domains can be found in the Foundations for Learning guide.
	(K)_ Provides sufficient resou_XsKjTaZ4J9zLGj-Xz8qZTQ: Learn Every Day contains 36 thematic units that are implemented over the course of a school year.  Each day contains a large group, small group and center activities that allow children to participate in a variety of groupings throughout the day.  In addition to the lesson plans, each unit provides teachers with a Unit Overview, Unit Vocabulary, Objectives for each domain, DLL Tip, Resources for the Teacher (Books for information, Books to Read Aloud, Music, Websites, etc.), and Special Needs Adaptations.  See Program Guide, pp. 22-29; Volume 1, Table of Contents, pp. iii-vii; and Volume 2, Table of Contents, pp. iii-v.
	(I)_ Offers guidance and speci_lK-8YGJV4KNaIA7stY1VBw: Each of the 36 units in the curriculum contains a tip for children who are not native English speakers.  In addition, the Foundations for Learning guide contains an article entitled, "Teaching Dual and English Language Learners" which was written by Karen Nemeth to help teachers discover how best to serve the needs of Dual Language Learners in the classroom.  Examples of Dual Language Learner Tips can be found in Volume 1,  pp. 24, 62, 82, 104, 144, 164, 208, etc.., and in Volume 2, pp. 392, 414, 436, 458, 506, 550, 650, etc.
	(H)_ Explicitly promotes sensi_f6ejfOMAn0EtybEyt0*WCQ: Learn Every Day (LED) was developed with every child and family in mind.  The curriculum was designed to be used in a way that respects individual differences, honors every child's culture, and recognizes that family members are equal partners in a child's education.  By developing a classroom environment that respects and reflects the diversity of the children in the classroom and promoting Home Connection activities on a daily basis, LED helps to promote sensitivity to and respect for diversity.  Examples of LED's support of diversity can be found in the following themes: Me & My Family (Vol. 1, pp. 43-60),  Each Other (Vol.1, pp. 81-102); Social Studies (Vol. 1, pp. 3665-382); Friends Around the World (Vol. 1, pp. 391-412); Celebrations (Vol. 2, pp. 413-434), and The Past (Vol. 2, pp. 435-456).  Additional support for teachers can be found in the article, "The Stepping Stones of Family Involvement" on pages 90-97 of the Foundations for Learning Guide (FG) on pp. 90-97.  
	(G)_Explicitly helps teachers _-g4Y6Mcny5htepVPWj3YDg: The Foundations for Learning guide contains articles entitled "Learning Centers" (pp.32-35) by Rebecca Isbel and "Setting the Stage for Success, or the Four-Week 'Fix' that Lasts All Year Long" (pp. 36-40) by Sharon MacDonald which provide helpful tips for teachers as they set up the classroom to support children's independence, establish classroom routines, implement child-initiated or planned activities for children.  Each day 4 to 5 suggested learning centers are available to support children self-directed learning activities.  (*See Volume 1, pp. 36-38, 54-56, 243-245; Volume 2, pp. 443-445, 465-467, and 539-543 for examples of Daily Lesson Plans).
	(F)_ Includes guidance and spe_x9eCrrOHpaRfchrMbUdjBw: Sample Lesson Plan forms can be found at www.learneverydayabout.com/resources-for-teachers.cfm and are attached. Five lesson components which include a comprehensive materials list and activities are included each day.  These components include: Large Group, Transition Tip, Small Group, Learning Centers,  Closing Circle and Home Stretch.  Learning Center plans include a small group activity which can be used to differentiate instruction or to work intensively with a few children.  Outdoor Learning Activities are included in many daily lessons and can be easily adapted as small or large-group activities.  The Closing Circle is designed  to help children reflect on the learning that has occurred throughout the day.  (*See Volume 1, pp. 33-35, 75-77, 147-150; Volume 2, pp. 512-514, 642-644, and 803-805 for examples of Daily Lesson Plans).
	(E)_ Includes both teacher-led_RnPqOzTB24JdXTGZquOv-A: Each day provides teacher-led and child choice activities.  The daily suggested activities provide a Large Group activity which is followed up by Center Time, Small Group Time, and Free Choice Time.  Teachers are encouraged to observe and support children in all activities throughout the day, which includes following the child's lead during centers and free choice activities. (*See Volume 1, pp. 33-35, 75-77, 147-150; Volume 2, pp. 512-514, 642-644, and 803-805 for examples of Daily Lesson Plans).
	(D)_Provides guidance for and _DVmljG*7b*K1pNKrFuhR*A: A sample schedule can be found on pages 12 and 13 of the Foundations for Learning guidebook (FG)and on the www.learneverydayabout.net website under the Teacher Resources tab.  Schedule samples for both full-day and half-day programs are available and include the following components: Large Group, Transitions, Center Time, Read Aloud and/or Literacy Time, Outdoor Play, Quiet Time, Music or Creative Expression, Child Choice, Closing Circle, and Family Connection activities. Examples of Lesson Plans include: Volume 1: Unit 1, Lesson 5 pp 18-21; Unit 9, Lesson 2 pp 170-173; Unit 13, Lesson 1 pp 255-257; Unit 17, Lesson 3 pp 352-355; Volume 2: Unit 20, Lesson 3 pp 423-426; Unit 23, Lesson 3 pp 493-495; Unit 27, Lesson 1 pp 581-584; Unit 32, Lesson 1 pp 701-704.
	(C)_ Includes specific guidanc_Z3JddfC3U4IL25GyR-Zq9g: Research shows that children with special needs learn best in natural environments with their peers.  In-depth information about inclusion can be found in the Foundations for Learning guide book (FG) in the article "Children with Special Needs: Blending All Learners in a Preschool Setting,” (pp. 79-89) Additional guidance can be found in the FG on pp. 33. Each unit also includes tips that address blending children with special needs into the regular classroom. (See Special Needs Adaptations, Volume 1: Unit 3, Adaptation – Cognitive Delay p 46: Small Group p 47-48; Unit 4, Adaptation p 64 – Motor Delay: Outdoor Activities p 68; Unit 15, Adaptation – Speech/Language Delay p 298: Dramatic Play – 301-302 ; Special Needs Adaptations, Volume 2: Unit 19, Adaptation - Motor Delays p 394: L1 Fine Motor p 396; Unit 24, Adaptation – Visual & Hearing Impairments p 508: Large Group p 509; Unit 31, Adaptation – Speech/Language p 630: Small Group, p 702).
	(B)_ Provides guidance and spe_l2xQ1He8c8sa8RrZ1ZpPOQ: Learn Every Day provides children multiple opportunities to make generalizations about information acquired through exploration and creative problem solving via multisensory activities using common classroom items. The “Foundations Guide” (FG) provides guidance FG: Terrific Tips p18; Brain Research p 22; Learning Centers p 32; Transitions p 41; Literacy p 60; Science & Math p 67.  Specific Strategies/Suggested activity examples: 1) Vol 1: Unit 6, L2 Science p 111; Vol 2: Unit 22, L1 Math p 464 and Science p 464; 2) Vol 1: Unit 3, L4 Home Living p 55; Unit 7, L2 Home Living p 131; 3) Vol 1: Unit 7, L3 Small Group p 134; Vol 2: Unit 20, L3 Math p 426; Unit 22, L1 SmGroup p 462; 4) Vol 1: Unit 4 L1 Art p 66; L2 Science p 70; L2 Outdoor p 71; L3 SmGroup p 73; L4 Science p 76; L4 Art p 76; L5 Science p 78; L5 Fine Motor p 79; 5) Vol 1: Unit 4, L5 Home Living p 79; Unit 13, L2 DrPlay p 259; L5 Music p 271; Unit 15, L1 Science p 301; Vol 2: Unit 21, L2 SmGroup p 444; Unit 27, L5 DrPlay p 598.
	(A)_ Includes a philosophy sta_hV*VOkTkCO9aWrioRUJghQ: Learn Every Day: The Preschool Curriculum builds upon the principles of the Chapel Hill Training-Outreach Project which trusts educators encourage, promote, and refine a child's natural curiosity and the importance of Social Emotional Health as dictated from the research of the Devereux Foundation.  This approach is outlined in the "Foundations for Learning" guide book (FG) and embedded through-out the 36 units in Volumes 1 and 2. A complete research citation map is attached and can be found at www.learneverydayabout.com. A sampling of explicit examples from the articles included in the FG include: Introduction p 5; How to Use p 8; Brain Research p 22; Socially Strong p 28; Dual Language Learners p 43; Special Needs p 79; and Family Involvement p 90. Unit examples include: Vol 1: Unit 1, L4 Literacy Center pp16-17; Unit 4, L5 Large Group p 72; Unit 5, L3 Art p 93; and Unit 16, L2 Outdoor p 329; Vol 2: Unit 19, Math p 397; Unit 22, Sand & Water, p 471; Unit 32, L1, Dramatic Play p 703. 
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